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Abstract

This paper extends the sequential search model of Wolinsky (1986) by allowing

firms to choose how much match value information to disclose to visiting consumers.

This restores the Diamond paradox (Diamond (1971)): there exist no symmetric equi-

libria in which consumers engage in active search, so consumers obtain zero surplus

and firms obtain monopoly profits. Modifying the scenario to one in which prices are

advertised, we discover that the no-active-search result persists, although the result-

ing symmetric equilibria are ones in which firms price at marginal cost.
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I’m gonna stop, uh, shoppin’ around.

Elvis Presley (G.I. Blues)

1 Introduction

The Diamond paradox (Diamond (1971)) is a stark result that highlights the importance

of search frictions in models of price competition. Infamously, Diamond establishes that

even in a market with a large number of firms, an arbitrarily small (yet positive) search

cost ensures that the firms behave like monopolists and that consumers do not search.

The intuition behind this result is well-known: for any price strictly below the monopoly

price, demand is locally perfectly inelastic and so a firm can always improve its lot by

raising its price slightly.

As a number of subsequent papers illustrate, small modifications to the model can

overturn the result. Two such works stand out in particular: Stahl (1989) assumes that

a fraction of the market’s consumers have zero search cost and therefore freely buy from

whomever sets the lowest price. As a result, demand for each firm slopes down again

and they behave like monopolists no longer. Wolinsky (1986) takes a different approach.

In his model, although each consumer faces a positive search cost, the firms’ products

are differentiated and consumers have imperfect information about the products. Each

consumer’s match value at any firm is an i.i.d. random variable, about which the firms

and consumer are ex-ante uninformed. Upon visiting a firm, a consumer discovers both

the firm’s price as well as the realized match value. This uncertainty begets equilibria

with active search.

In this paper, we revisit the framework of Wolinsky (1986) but alter it by assuming

that each firm may choose how much information to provide to a consumer during her

visit, in addition to setting a price. Each firm commits to a signal that maps a consumer’s

match value to a (conditional) distribution over signal realizations. In the spirit of the

original Diamond paper, neither the signal nor the price chosen by a firm is observable

until a consumer incurs the search cost. That is, after paying the search cost to visit a
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firm, a consumer then observes that firm’s signal, price, and draws a signal realization

that yields her posterior belief about the firm’s match value.

This modification has drastic consequences. We find that even in a model with prod-

uct differentiation and imperfect information, information provision restores the Diamond

paradox. Namely, the main result of this paper, Theorem 2.5, states that there are no sym-

metric equilibria with active consumer search. Each consumer visits at most1 one firm

and purchases from it. In all symmetric equilibria, firms leave consumers with zero rents.

The intuition to this result is similar to that in the original paper by Diamond. There,

in any purported equilibrium with active search, firms can always exploit visiting con-

sumers by raising their prices slightly, which does not affect their purchase decisions due

to the positive search cost. Here, firms deviate by providing slightly less information

and pooling beliefs above consumers’ stopping thresholds. Subsequently, given that any

equilibrium must involve no search, the classic Diamond paradox incentive kicks in and

firms must obtain monopoly profits.

This incentive to pool beliefs is extremely strong, and continues to drive the results

even when prices are posted and so can be observed before consumers embark on their

searches. The second finding of this paper, Theorem 2.11, is that even when prices are

posted–and therefore shape consumers’ search behavior directly–there exist no symmet-

ric equilibria with active search. Again, any purported equilibrium in which there is

active search would allow firms to deviate profitably by providing less information. In

the unique symmetric equilibrium, because prices are posted, the usual Bertrand forces

apply such that firms price at marginal cost and obtain no profits. Consumer surplus is

merely the expected match value of the firm and no useful information is provided.

This paper belongs to the growing collection of papers that explore information de-

sign and persuasion in consumer search settings. This literature includes Board and Lu

(2018), who also provide conditions for an analog of the Diamond paradox to arise. Their

model is completely different, however: the uncertain state of the world is common and

so the competing sellers each provide information about the common state to prospec-

1There is a trivial equilibrium in which consumers conjecture extremely high prices and do not visit any

firms. As is convention, throughout this paper, we ignore this equilibrium.
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tive consumers. If sellers can perfectly observe a consumer’s current belief about the state

upon her visit, or coordinate their persuasion strategies, then there is an equilibrium in

which they provide the monopoly level of information and set the monopoly price. This

equilibrium is not generally unique and requires (mild) additional assumptions that per-

tain to the competitive persuasion problem with a common state. Furthermore, the sellers

in Board and Lu (2018) do not set prices but compete through information alone.

In contrast, this paper is a direct adaptation of Wolinsky (1986), in which the distribu-

tions over match values are endogenous objects. Importantly, a consumer’s match value

at any firm is i.i.d., so a firm’s choice of distribution does not affect a consumer’s belief at

any other firm. This paper shows that the paradox occurs when firms set prices as well,

and even holds when prices are posted (advertised) and so search is directed. Due to the

independence of match values, firms know a visiting consumer’s prior about their qual-

ity, but not her outside option, which is endogenously determined by her search behavior.

Thus, although a firm may not know precisely where it is in a consumer’s search order,

it knows the upper bound of a consumer’s outside option and can tailor its information

accordingly.

Two other papers similar to this one are Au and Whitmeyer (2020a) and Au and Whit-

meyer (2020b). The first explores a game of pure information provision (without prices)

between sellers in Weitzman (1979)’s classic sequential search setting. There, if con-

sumers must incur a search cost to discover a firm’s match value distribution, firms do

not provide any (useful) information and consumers do not search actively, as in this pa-

per. Au and Whitmeyer (2020b), in turn, modifies Au and Whitmeyer (2020a) by allowing

firms to compete both through prices and (advertised) information. In some sense there

is an asymmetry–with posted information, there exist symmetric equilibria with active

search even when prices are hidden, but as we discover here, the mirrored statement is

false.

Another relevant paper is Dogan and Hu (2018), who look at consumer-optimal in-

formation structures in Wolinsky’s model of sequential search. Related to that is recent

work by Zhou (2020), who looks broadly at how improved information affects consumer

welfare in Wolinsky’s setting. Armstrong and Zhou (2019), in turn, focus on consumer-
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optimal information structures in a (frictionless) duopoly market. Like this paper, Hwang

et al. (2018) also look at competitive information design and price setting in an oligopoly

market, albeit one without search frictions. In their framework, absent such frictions,

they show that firms provide (some) information to consumers and that both consumers

and firms obtain some surplus in the market.

Finally, this paper relates naturally to the vein of research that focuses on obfuscation.

One particularly relevant paper is Ellison and Wolitzky (2012), who modify the model of

Stahl (1989) by allowing firms to choose the length of time necessary for consumers to

learn their prices. Like firms’ information policies in this paper, the required time to

learn the price at a firm is hidden from consumers until their visits. A pair of important

distinctions between their paper and this one; however, are that products in their model

are undifferentiated and the level of obfuscation chosen by a firm affects consumers by

altering their future search costs.

In contrast, here, firms choose how much information about their products consumers

acquire during their visits, and therefore shape consumers’ valuations directly. Thus, any

alteration by a firm to its information policy may come at a cost, since it could poten-

tial limit the rents the firm could extract. Moreover, prices in their model are hidden

(given the market’s homogeneity, a posted price version of their model is just the canoni-

cal Bertrand setup), whereas we find that the same economic intuition drives this paper’s

results regardless of whether prices are posted. Firms could (costlessly) provide useful

information, yet do not do so in any symmetric equilibrium.

2 Model

The foundation for this paper is the workhorse sequential search model of Wolinsky

(1986). There are n symmetric firms and a unit mass of consumers with unit demand.

The match value of a consumer at firm i is an i.i.d. random variable, Xi , distributed ac-

cording to (Borel) cdfG on [0,1]. Let µ denote the expectation of each Xi . Given a realized

match value of xi and price pi , a consumer’s utility from purchasing from firm i is

u (xi ,pi) = xi − pi .
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In contrast to the original model of Wolinsky (1986), a consumer does not directly ob-

serve her match value at firm i, but instead observes a signal realization that is correlated

with it. Each firm has a compact metric space of signal realizations, S, and commits to a

signal, Borel measurable function πi : [0,1]→ ∆(S). As is well known, each signal realiza-

tion begets–via Bayes’ law–a posterior distribution over values, and thus a signal begets a

(Bayes-plausible) distribution over posteriors. Alternatively, a signal begets a distribution

over posterior means, and the following remark is now standard in the literature:

Remark 2.1. Each firm’s choice of signal, πi , is equivalent to a choice of distribution

Fi ∈M(G), where M (G) is the set of all mean-preserving contractions of G.

Thus, each firm chooses a distribution over values, Fi , and sets a price pi . Importantly,

a consumer only observes these choices upon her visit to a firm. Following Wolinsky

(1986), search is sequential and with recall. At a cost of c > 0, a consumer may visit a firm

and observe its price and realized draw from distribution Fi . As does Diamond (1971),

we assume that a consumer incurs no search cost for her first visit. For simplicity, we

impose that the marginal cost for each firm is 0.

We look for symmetric equilibria in which each firm sets the same price p and chooses

the same distribution over values F.2 Our equilibrium concept is (weak) Perfect Bayesian

Equilibrium (PBE), in which consumers have the same beliefs about the (theretofore un-

observed) prices and information policies (signals) chosen by unvisited firms on and off

the equilibrium path. This is customary in the literature and seems reasonable.3 For

simplicity, a consumer has an outside option of 0.

It is a standard result that a consumer follows a reservation price policy. Indeed,

a consumer’s search problem is a special case of the one explored in Weitzman (1979).

2Wolinsky (1986) focuses on symmetric pure strategy pricing equilibria, which emphasis is echoed in

this paper. Nevertheless, the results of this paper hold for all symmetric equilibria, in both pure and mixed

strategies.
3This assumption; however, is not innocuous. See Janssen and Shelegia (2020) for an in depth explo-

ration of the ramifications of this assumption. As they note there–and in an earlier paper, Janssen and

Shelegia (2015)–this stipulation may be more objectionable in markets with vertical relations.
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Define the reservation value, z, induced by the conjectured price p̃ and distribution F̃ by

c =
∫ 1

z+p̃
(x − p̃ − z)dF̃(x) . (?)

In a symmetric equilibrium, a consumer’s optimal search protocol is to visit firms in

random order and stop and purchase from firm i if and only if the realized value at that

firm, xi , satisfies xi − p ≥ z, where p is the actual price set by firm i. If xi < z + p for all i

then a consumer selects the firm whose realized value xi is highest. At equilibrium, the

conjectured price, p̃, must equal the actual price set by each firm, p; and the conjectured

distribution, F̃, must equal the actual distribution chosen by each firm, F.

Note that we are using Weitzman (1979)’s formulation of a consumer’s stopping prob-

lem, which is slightly nonstandard but equivalent to that of Wolinsky (1986). This allows

for an easy transition into the next subsection, wherein we allow for advertised (posted)

prices.

Now, let us establish the main result. The first step is to derive the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. There are no symmetric equilibria in which consumers visit more than one firm.

Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is such an equilibrium. For expo-

sitional ease, let us begin by assuming that the firms’ choices of F and p are deterministic.

Because c > 0 and by the definition of the reservation value, the conjectured distribution,

F̃, must be such that both values strictly below and strictly above z+ p̃ occur with strictly

positive probability. Accordingly, let [
¯
a, ā] and

[
¯
b, b̄

]
be intervals such that

∫ b̄
¯
b
dF̃(x) > 0

and
∫ ā

¯
a
dF̃(x) > 0, where

¯
a ≤ ā < z+ p̃ and z+ p̃ <

¯
b ≤ b̄.

Given price p̃ > 0,4 a firm’s payoff from any value, x, that is weakly greater than z + p̃

is p̃. Moreover, its payoff from any value, x, that is strictly lower than z + p̃ is strictly less

than p̃. Let α < p̃ denote its average payoff (under F̃) for values in the interval [
¯
a, ā].

It is easy to see then that a firm can deviate profitably by choosing distribution F̂,

where F̂ is constructed from F̃ by taking the measure on
[
¯
b, b̄

]
and some fraction ε > 0

of the measure on [
¯
a, ā] and collapsing them to their barycenter, and is set equal to F̃

4Obviously, since c > 0, there are no symmetric equilibria in which the market price is 0.
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everywhere else.5

F̂ will have a point mass on some x̂, which will occur with probability
∫ b̄

¯
b
dF̃(x) +

ε
∫ ā

¯
a
dF̃(x). For ε sufficiently small, x̂ > z + p̃, and by construction F̂ ∈M

(
F̃
)
. Thus, since

F̃ ∈M (G), F̂ ∈M (G). Finally, the net change in the firm’s payoff is ε
∫ ā

¯
a
dF̃(x) (p̃ −α) > 0,

which concludes the proof.

It is simple to modify the proof to accommodate mixing by firms. In such a (pur-

ported) symmetric equilibrium, each firm chooses the joint distribution F(x,p), over val-

ues and prices, [
¯
x, x̄]×

[
¯
p, p̄

]
, where each conditional distribution over values, FX |P (x|P = p) ∈

M (G). No randomness is resolved, however, until consumers visit firms and so we may

define a new random variable Y B X − P with distribution H on some interval.6

Accordingly, the reservation value induced by a consumer’s conjectured H̃ is

c =
∫ 1

z
(y − z)dH̃(y) .

Note that the induced reservation values, z, and distributions, H , chosen by firms are

deterministic, and identical (because this a symmetric equilibrium).

The remainder is (more-or-less) identical to the pure strategy case with some minor

subtleties. Because consumers are searching actively, H̃ must be such that a consumer

strictly prefers to stop and strictly prefers to continue with strictly positive probability.

There are two cases: first, it is possible that for some p′ in the support of a firm’s mixed

strategy, the associated F̃X |P (x|p′) has the same property as H̃–namely, both (strict) stop-

ping and (strict) continuation values occur with strictly positive probability. As in the

pure strategy case, a firm can deviate profitably by pooling these values carefully.

On the other hand, it may be possible that there is no such p′. However, then, there

must exist some p′′ and F̃X |P (x|p′′) in the support of a firm’s mixed strategy such that,

given p′′, stopping values occur with probability one and strict stopping values realize

with strictly positive probability. Consequently, a firm can deviate by providing no infor-

mation (choosing the distribution δX (µ))7–which, at price p′′, must leave the consumer

5In the parlance of Elton and Hill (1992), F̂ is a fusion of distribution F̃. The notions of fusion and

mean-preserving-contraction are (in this paper) equivalent.
6Clearly, because prices are non-negative, the upper bound of the support must be (weakly) less than 1.
7δX (µ) denotes the degenerate distribution P (X = µ) = 1.
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with strict incentive to stop–and instead charging some price p′′ + ε, for a sufficiently

small (yet strictly positive) ε. �

In the standard Diamond paradox, firms have an incentive to raise prices slightly in

order to take advantage of the quasi-monopoly power inferred upon them by the search

cost. A similar effect occurs with regard to their information provision policies: they have

an overwhelming incentive to provide slightly less information to consumers in order to

increase the probability that they do not continue their searches.

Example 2.3. Suppose there are infinitely many firms and that the conjectured distribu-

tion over match values is the uniform distribution on [0,1], and the search cost is c = 1/32.

Given the conjectured distribution the conjectured price must be
√

2c = 1/4–indeed, if

this distribution over match values were exogenous and firms competed on price alone,

this would be the unique symmetric equilibrium price (outside of the trivial, no-visit

equilibrium). Moreover, the associated reservation value z = 1/2 and so a firm’s profit is

1/16.

Now let a firm deviate in the manner proposed by the proof of Lemma 2.2. In particu-

lar, suppose it deviates by charging price 1/4 and choosing a distribution that has a linear

portion with slope 1 on the interval [0,1/2] and a point mass of size 1/2 on value 3/4. This

brings the deviating firm an improved profit of 1/8. The conjectured distribution and the

described profitable deviation are depicted in Figure 1.

Next, we find that, given that no consumer visits more than one firm, there are no

equilibria in which consumers obtain any rents.

Lemma 2.4. There are no symmetric equilibria in which consumers obtain any surplus.

Proof. From the previous lemma, we know that there are no symmetric equilibria in

which consumers visit more than one firm. First, suppose that there is an equilibrium

in which the reservation value chosen by each firm, z, is greater than 0. Evidently, since a

consumer visits just one firm, the reservation value must equal µ− c − p̃, which is greater

than 0 by assumption.

A firm’s profit, conditional on a consumer’s visit, is p̃ ≤ µ− c. Clearly, then, a firm can

deviate by charging price p = p̃ + c − ε. For ε > 0 sufficiently small, this is a profitable

9



Figure 1: F̃(x) = x (in red) and a profitable deviation, F̂(x) (in blue), from Example 2.3.

The gray arrows indicate the fusing of measures (or the contraction of the distribution).

deviation. Thus, there are no equilibria in which firms induce non-negative reservation

values.

Second, suppose that there is an equilibrium in which the reservation value chosen by

each firm, z, is strictly less than 0. Now, each firm is facing a monopolist’s problem where

a consumer has an outside option of 0. Accordingly, a firm can extract all of a consumer’s

surplus by providing no information (choosing the degenerate distribution δX (µ)) and

charging p = µ. �

Combining the two lemmata, we have the first main result.

Theorem 2.5. In any symmetric equilibrium in which firms are visited, each firm makes a sale

with certainty, conditional on being visited, and obtains the monopoly profit of µ. There is no

active search and consumer surplus equals 0.

2.1 Advertised Prices

Perhaps surprisingly, the no active search result continues to hold, even if prices are ad-

vertised and so search is directed. Specifically, we assume that a consumer observes the
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price set by each firm before starting her search, but still must visit a firm to observe

its (expected) match value. As noted by Armstrong and Zhou (2011), “price comparison

websites are now a major part of the retailing website.” In many markets, consumers can

obtain price quotes for free, before embarking on their costly searches. Information, on

the other hand, is perhaps more difficult to advertise, so it is plausible that firms can ad-

vertise prices but not how much information they provide. We find that even when prices

are posted, there are no symmetric equilibria with active search.

We continue to use the weak PBE solution concept. Since price deviations are now

observable, we allow consumers the freedom to have any belief about a firm’s signal fol-

lowing an off-path price choice by that firm. In the same spirit of the assumption in the

hidden prices case, we stipulate that a price deviation by a firm does not affect consumers’

conjectures about the distributions chosen by firms that choose on-path prices. Similarly,

during a consumer’s search, her beliefs about the signals chosen by theretofore unvisited

firms are unaffected by other firms’ deviations.

Lemma 2.6. In any symmetric equilibrium in which firms make strictly positive profits, there

is no active search. That is, consumers visit no more than one firm.

Proof. In any symmetric equilibrium, each firm chooses a joint distribution, F(x,p), over

values and prices, [
¯
x, x̄]×

[
¯
p, p̄

]
, where each conditional distribution over values, FX |P (x|P = p) ∈

M (G). Given a firm’s choice of (on-path) price p∗ ∈
[
¯
p, p̄

]
, its (on-path) choice of distri-

bution over values FX |P (x|P = p∗) must yield a maximal payoff for the firm, given the

strategies of the other firms.

For each price, the corresponding conditional distribution over values corresponds

to a reservation value, z, which is pinned down by Equation ?. Define Z to be the set

of all reservation values that are induced on-path. Joint distribution F(x,p) induces a

distribution over reservation values Φ(z). Note that, in contrast to the previous section’s

case, in which both prices and distributions are hidden, the observability of firms’ price

choices means that the reservation values chosen by firms may be random.

Since firms are making strictly positive profits, any on-path price, p∗, must itself be

strictly positive. Denote by z∗ ∈Z the corresponding reservation value. Evidently, a firm’s
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payoff, conditional on being visited, from any value x ≥max {0, z∗}+ p∗, is p∗.

First, suppose that there exists an on-path price p∗ and conjectured distribution F̃X |P (x|p∗)

that induces a z∗ that is weakly greater than 0. As in the proof for Lemma 2.2, suppose for

the sake of contradiction that conditional on her arrival at the firm a consumer strictly

prefers to stop and strictly prefers to continue her search (or select her outside option)

with strictly positive probability. However, all values in the stopping set yield a payoff

of p∗ and all beliefs in the continuation set yield a payoff that is strictly below p∗. Conse-

quently, as in the proof for Lemma 2.2, after posting price p∗, a firm can (secretly) deviate

by providing slightly less information and fusing a subset of the beliefs in the continua-

tion and stopping sets.

Second, suppose that there exists an on-path z∗ that is strictly less than 0. In such an

equilibrium, if a firm is visited, it is the first and only firm that is visited by the consumer,

since the first visit is the only one that does not impose on the consumer a search cost. �

The reason why there may exist an on-path z∗ that is strictly less than 0 is because

consumers do not incur search costs at the first firm they visit. If they did incur such

costs at the first firm, then all on-path z∗ would have to be weakly positive, since otherwise

consumers would strictly prefer their outside option to visiting firms with such z values.

Example 2.7. Let n = 2 and the match value of each firm be a Bernoulli random variable

with mean 1/2. Let the search cost, c = 1/16. If firms could not choose how much infor-

mation to provide–and were forced to provide full information–and could only compete

by posting prices, then it is straightforward to see that there is an equilibrium in which

each firm chooses a continuous distribution over prices that induces the distribution over

reservation values, Φ (z), given by

Φ (z) =
7

7− 8z
− 1, on

[
0,

7
16

]
. (1)

The associated range of prices is [7/16,7/8]. Now, let us maintain the assumption that

prices are posted but restore the ability of firms to choose the distribution over match

values. We will establish that given the conjectured distribution over reservation values

stated in Expression 1, there are on-path prices after which firms strictly prefer to deviate

and choose a distribution other than the Bernoulli distribution.
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Figure 2: V (x) (in black); its concavification, V̂ (x) (in blue); and the splitting correspond-

ing to the Bernoulli distribution (in red); from Example 2.7.

Indeed, let us characterize the optimal distribution over values following a choice of

price p∗ = 7/16 by a firm. Given a consumer’s conjectured Φ , because the firm has chosen

the lowest on-path price, it will be visited first. This makes it easy to write the firm’s

payoff as a function of its posterior value, V (x). It is

V (x) =


0, 0 ≤ x < 7

16(
7

21−16x

)(
7

16

)
, 7

16 ≤ x ≤
7
8

7
16 ,

7
8 ≤ x ≤ 1

.

From Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), we know that the optimal distribution over values

can be obtained by concavifying V . V and its concavification, V̂ , are depicted in Figure 2,

in which the distribution over posteriors corresponding to full information (the Bernoulli

distribution over values) is also portrayed. Evidently, the latter is strictly suboptimal.

The next lemma restricts what can happen at equilibrium following firms’ price choices.

Lemma 2.8. In any equilibrium in which firms make strictly positive profits we must have the

following:
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1. If 1 ≥ p∗ > µ is chosen on-path, distribution FX |P (x|p∗) has a mass point of size q∗ > 0 on

p∗ and has no support strictly above p∗;

2. If µ ≥ p∗ > 0 is chosen on-path, distribution FX |P (x|p∗) must have support entirely above

p∗. A firm is selected with certainty, conditional on being visited.

Proof. If 1 ≥ p∗ > µ is chosen on-path, then if the associated reservation value, z∗ ≥ 0,

the conjectured distribution must be such that
∫ x̄

¯
x
dF̃X |P (x|p∗) > 0 for some x̄ ≥

¯
x > z∗ + p∗.

Moreover, because p∗ > µ, the conjectured distribution must be such that
∫ w̄

¯
w
dF̃X |P (x|p∗) >

0 for some
¯
w ≤ w̄ < p∗. A firm’s payoff from any belief x ≥ z∗ + p∗ is p∗ and from any belief

x < p∗ is 0, so it can deviate profitably by fusing the measure on [
¯
x, x̄] with a fraction,

ε > 0, of the measure on [
¯
w,w̄] (collapsing them to their barycenter). We conclude that

z∗ < 0.

Define

F−X |P (a|p∗)B sup
w<a

FX |P (w|p∗) ,

and observe that F−X |P (p∗|p∗) < 1, or else a firm would make 0 profit from choosing p∗.

Furthermore, any values x < p∗ yield a firm a profit of 0 and since p∗ > µ, F−X |P (p∗|p∗) > 0.

Consequently, a firm must have FX |P (p∗|p∗) = 1 since otherwise it could (as in the previous

paragraph) fuse a positive measure of values strictly below p∗ with a positive measure of

values strictly above p∗ and obtain a higher payoff.

Define

q∗ = q (p∗)B FX |P (p∗|p∗)−F−X |P (p∗|p∗) ,

i.e., q∗ is the size of the mass point that FX |P (x|p∗) places on p∗. Accordingly, z∗ = −c/q∗ < 0.

If µ ≥ p∗ > µ−c is chosen on-path, then if the associated reservation value, z∗ ≥ 0, a firm

must be selected with certainty, conditional on being visited. This is because z∗ ≥ 0 > µ−

c−p∗, which is the minimal reservation value that can be induced. Thus, if a firm were not

selected with certainty, conditional on being visited, it could always fuse values strictly

below and strictly above z∗ + p∗. Accordingly, all values must be weakly greater than p∗,

i.e., F−X |P (p∗|p∗) = 0. If the associated reservation value, z∗ is strictly negative, the result

is trivial since a firm could always just provide no information (choose the degenerate

distribution δX (µ)) and be selected with certainty, conditional on being visited.
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Finally, if µ − c ≥ p∗ > 0, then the minimum reservation value that can be induced is

µ− c−p∗ ≥ 0. Either F−X |P (z∗ + p∗|p∗) = 0, in which case z∗ = µ− c−p∗ and so a firm is clearly

selected for sure, conditional on being visited; or F−X |P (z∗ + p∗|p∗) > 0 and so z∗ > µ− c − p∗

and FX |P (z∗ + p∗|p∗) < 1. In that case either a firm is selected for sure or it can deviate

profitably by fusing portions of the measure strictly above and below z∗ + p∗. �

Next, because there is no active search, we find that firms cannot make positive profits

in any symmetric equilibrium.

Lemma 2.9. There are no symmetric equilibria in which firms make nonzero profits. Equiva-

lently, there are no symmetric equilibria in which firms charge any price other than 0.

Proof. Let p̂ be the maximal price that is chosen on-path, with associated reservation

value ẑ.

First, suppose that p̂ ≤ µ. From Lemmata 2.6 and 2.8, following any on-path p, a firm

must be chosen for sure, conditional on being visited. Clearly, p̂ must be chosen with

strictly positive probability on-path, since there is no active search. Otherwise, choosing

that price would guarantee that that firm is never visited, yielding a profit of 0.

Consequently, all values, x, must be such that x− p̂ ≥max {0, ẑ}. Thus, ẑ = µ− c− p̂. But

then a firm can deviate profitably to some price p̂ − η, where η > 0, and the degenerate

distribution δX (µ). Because µ−c−p̂+η is the minimum reservation value such a deviation

could induce, the deviating firm obtains a discrete jump up in its payoff.

Second, suppose that p̂ > µ. The probability that firms are choosing prices that are

weakly greater than µmust be strictly positive (or else choosing p̂ would result in 0 profit

for a firm). From a consumer’s viewpoint, all on-path prices p∗ ≥ µ are equivalent. Indeed,

for all such p∗ ≥ µ, FX |P (p∗|p∗) = 1.

A firm’s payoff from choosing any p∗ ≥ µ, conditional on being visited, is q (p∗)p∗,

where, recall, q (p∗) is the size of the mass point on p∗. Moreover, by definition, q (p∗)p∗ ≤

µ. But then, a firm can deviate profitably by choosing some price p = µ − ε, for a small

but strictly positive ε, and the degenerate distribution δX (µ). No matter a consumer’s

belief about the firm’s distribution after observing this price, a deviating firm must still

be visited (and thus purchased from eventually) before any firm that is choosing p∗ ≥ µ.
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Accordingly, for a sufficient small ε > 0, a firm will receive a discrete jump in its payoff

and so there exists a profitable deviation.

�

Lemma 2.10. There exist no symmetric equilibria with active search in which firms make zero

profits.

Proof. Obviously, in any symmetric equilibrium in which firms make zero profits, then

if a firm chooses any price p > 0 it must be visited with probability 0. Thus, we impose

that firms post prices p = 0. If µ− c > 0, it suffices to to show that there are no equilibria

in which firms choose distributions over values that induce reservation values strictly

greater than µ− c.

Suppose for the sake of contradiction that such an equilibrium exists. Then, a firm’s

distribution over values must be such that the probability of a realization that is weakly

below µ− c −γ (with γ > 0) must occur with probability α > 0. However, then a firm can

deviate profitably to some price p that satisfies 0 < p < min
{
γ,µ− c

}
and the degenerate

distribution δX (µ). Even should a consumer assign it the most pessimistic belief about its

distribution, yielding a reservation value of µ− c − p, the firm would still be visited (and

selected) with strictly positive probability, yielding a positive profit.

If µ− c ≤ 0, there is no active search on-path since any value a consumer obtains at the

first firm is at least weakly greater than the reservation values of the other firms.

�

At last, we arrive at the second main result.

Theorem 2.11. Any symmetric equilibrium must be one in which each firm posts price p = 0

and chooses a distribution that induces the minimum reservation value, µ− c.

Proof. First, we establish that such purported equilibria are equilibria. Trivially, a firm

cannot deviate profitably by choosing a different distribution over values (and keeping

price p = 0). Next, we stipulate that a consumer assumes that any firm that deviates to a

price p , 0 chooses a completely uninformative distribution. Accordingly, that firm will

never be visited and therefore such a deviation is not profitable.

Second, uniqueness follows from Lemmata 2.6, 2.9, and 2.10. �
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In any symmetric equilibrium, each firm’s profit is 0 and each consumer’s welfare is

just µ (they do not incur a search cost, c, since that applies only to searches beyond the

first firm). Although consumers obtain some surplus, there is no benefit from increased

competition, i.e., a market with two firms is just as good for a consumer as one with

infinitely many.

3 Discussion

Wolinsky (1986) provides a compelling resolution for the Diamond paradox. Product dif-

ferentiation and imperfect information allow for more realistic and empirically-relevant

equilibria in which consumers search and in which competitive forces have real effects on

the pricing decisions of firms. Indeed, a key aspect of Wolinsky’s model is that consumers

obtain information about their match values upon visiting firms.

Crucially, that information must come from somewhere and in particular, firms have a

say in how much information a consumer’s visit will glean about their respective prod-

ucts. This paper suggests a weakness in using imperfect information and horizontal dif-

ferentiation alone to generate competitive pricing and active search in search models.

Namely, if firms may choose how much information to provide about their products and

that information is unadvertised then the Diamond paradox reemerges, despite the mar-

ket’s heterogeneity. Modifications to the model–like, e.g., assuming that a fraction of

consumers can search without cost á la Stahl (1989)–are needed to restore active search.

It is important to keep in mind that, just as the Diamond result requires that con-

sumers learn prices only after paying a search cost, the hidden nature of the firms’ in-

formation choices is essential to the results that we encounter here. If information itself

can be advertised–i.e., consumers can observe each firm’s chosen distribution over values

without paying a visit cost–there are equilibria in which consumers search and obtain

positive surplus. This situation with posted information is the subject of Au and Whit-

meyer (2020b).

Furthermore, it seems quite plausible that although firms can advertise information

policies partially, they have no way of fully specifying or committing to more information
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than a certain (minimal amount). Consequently, the strong incentives for firms to deviate

and under-provide information we find here suggest that firms will not provide more

information than they can (explicitly) commit to. Casual observation suggests that this is

somewhat accurate–there are many anecdotes of car dealerships reneging on advertised

test-drives8 or real-estate agents whisking progressive tenants through their apartment

tours.
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